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Abstract

The reaction mechanism underlying the 44 MeV/u 40Ar projectile break-up process has been
studied on different targets, by measuring the coincidences between light particles or intermediate
mass fragments detected in a large angular range, and projectile fragments or light charged particles,
detected.in..the. fonvM-d-waH-et-the^nultideteetor-AReQS. While the experimental data relative to
projectile-like fragments (PLF) with charge close to the one of the projectile can be interpreted in the
framework of a three source analysis, the anomalous light fragment production with Z < 10 rather
suggests "fission" as one of the possible decay mode of the highly excited projectile or PLF. It is also
observed that a great amount of the forward detected light charged particles are correlated, and due
to the break-up or decay of light excited ions.

1 Introduction

As known, already from the first inclusive experiments at Ganil, it was clear that, while fusion processes
were almost disappeared, on the contrary the projectile fragmentation played an important role, being
a substantial fraction of the reaction cross-section [1]. As a first question physicists asked themselves on
the possible scenario of the reaction. It was astonishing to observe how the participant-spectator model
and the Goldhaber approach, typical of relativistic energies, accounted for many of the observed features
[1, 2, 3]. More refined exclusive experiments [4, 5] were not able to distinguish between a three body
participant-spectator model and a two-body collision, reminescent of a fast deep inelastic process.

Apart the reaction scenario, we would like to mention, amongst the others, two topics, connected to
the reaction mechanism at these intermediate energies, and that are worth to be deepened. One is the
problem of the pre-equilibrium processes, that are known to increase with the incident energy and that our
group has already investigated [6]. In particular it would be extremely important to find an experimental
signature for them, and their evolution with energy. The other one concerns the PLF "crumbling" after
a violent collision with a target nucleus. It is known that the fission barrier depends on the excitation
energy, so that also a relatively light nucleus, if enough excited, can fission, given that its fission barrier
is lowered. Some recent data for the reaction 35Cl(8MeV/u) +12 C have been interpreted in this sense
[7]. If the outgoing PLF is enough excited, we do not exclude this process also at intermediate energies,
where it can compete with particle evaporation. In this sense an anomalous rise observed in the inclusive
light-PLF production cross-section [1, 2] could suggest such an interpretation.

We think that an enrichment of the experimental phenomenology by more precise and/or selective
measurements could help in clarifying the above mentioned subjects. At this aim we have undertaken a
series of experiments with the multidetector ARGOS at different beam energies and using a variety of
targets, ranging from Carbon to Thorium. In the following we shall report on preliminary data from the
first E230 experiment carried out at Ganil in July 1994 by using a 44 MeV/n 40Ar beam bombarding
a selfsupporting Al target. The ARGOS multidetector and the E230 experimental layout is described
elsewhere in this Compilation [8]
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Figure 1: a) Lorentz invariant cross-section for a particles in coincidence with Z=16 PLF detected in the
forward wall; b) Charge-charge correlation in the forward wall for Z1,Z2>3.

2 Preliminary results and Conclusion
Fig.la shows a typical bidimensional plot of the invariant cross-section, for a-particles in coincidence
with Z=16 PLF detected in the forward wall. Two sources are clearly visible, whose velocities are
very close respectively to the initial velocities of the projectile and the target. However some particles
with velocity intermediate between these two are also present in the plot, suggesting the occurrence of
dynamically emitted particles from the overlap zone of the two interacting nuclei, that can be thought
as a third source of particles. In effects for PLF of charge > 10 all the particle energy spectra can be
consistently interpreted in the frame of three equilibrated sources as predicted by an abrasion-ablation
model. By means of a fit procedure we obtain typical temperature values of about 3 MeV for the PLF
and TLF sources, but a much higher temperature, about 12 MeV, for the intermediate source. As a
typical example Fig.2 shows the proton velocity spectra in coincidence with Z=16 in the forward wall,
at all the investigated angles, from 1.5° to 172 °. The results of the fit (partial source components and
total) are also shown. The backwards and forward emission from an equilibrated high velocity source,
clearly visible in the spectra at very forward angles, are well reproduced. A similar and in general better
accord is obtained for other different couples of particle and coincident PLF.

For Z<10 the probability of finding two coincident light ions in the forward wall with velocity close
to the one of the projectile is increasing, as shown in Fig.lb, where the charge of a fragment is reported
as a function of the other one. A maximum is observed for Z=6. A possible explanation, as said in the
introduction, could reside in the statistical decay of a highly excited projectile or PLF, that then decays
by fission or other multifragmentation modes. We remind that fission of compound systems as light as
47V has already been observed at bombarding energies as low as 8 MeV/n [7]. At these intermediate
energies and for some less peripheral collisions, the highly excited projectile or PLF could fission in two
excited fragments, that then can again decay. The resulting scenario is that of a "crumbling" projectile
or PLF, decaying with a multisequential mechanism, as described by Richert et al. [9]. The abundance
of light fragments and especially a-particles in the forward wall and the fact that they are well correlated
[8], are in favour of this mechanism.

In conclusion, by means of the multidetector ARGOS we have investigated the "fate" of a 44 MeV/n
40Ar light projectile after collision with an 27Al target. For PLF with charge close to the one of the
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Figure 2: Proton velocity spectra (non normalized) from 9 = 1.5° to 6 = 172°. The lines are the result
of a three equilibrated sources fit procedure; TLF: dotted line, PLF: dashed lines, Intermediate source:
dot-dashed line; Total: thick line. The beam velocity is 8.9 cm/ns.
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projorl.ilo, two sources are clearly visible, and the velocity spectra can be succesfully interpreted in
the framework or a participant spectator mechanism, with a fire-ball source simulating rattier particles
dynamically emitted from the overlapping nuclear matter . Lighter I'LP are in general accompanied by
an increase of their multiplicity, indicating that for higher excitation energies, the projectile can fission
in two or more (excited) light, fragments. Precise inlerferometric measurements of the relative momenta
for alpha-particles and other light particles, suggest that they originate mainly from a itiiill.ispciiictit.ial
decay mechanism.
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